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In a driverless transport system and in a modular assembly system in particular, driverless transport vehicles share the 
traffic routes with other road users. For this purpose, they are able to detect and stop other objects in order to avoid a 
collision. If the other road user is an emergency vehicle (emergency doctor, fire brigade) that has to pass this area as 




In production halls, emergency operations are usually also announced by signals on the communication lines, for 
example to open doors. This signal is now used to indicate to the driverless transport system that an emergency vehicle 
is approaching. The driverless transport system can now react to the signal and clear the corresponding traffic routes in 
time. In the following, an algorithm is described how such a clearing can take place in a controlled manner. 
 
First, it is assumed that travel times between facilities are shorter than the approach of the emergency vehicle after the 
signal arrives. Then, all vehicles moving within the system and not on main traffic routes should complete their current 
travel assignment and then remain at their destination so as not to further block the remaining roads within the system 
(i.e., not main traffic routes). 
For vehicles that are currently on major roadways where they could obstruct an emergency vehicle, the following now 
applies: If the system has enough available parking spaces, each of these vehicles moves to the next available parking 
space and the situation is resolved. 
If this is not the case, as many vehicles as possible drive to the nearest free parking space. The selection of the parked 
vehicles is based on the shortest possible route to the next parking space. If the number of free parking spaces is zero, 
then what is described below for the remaining vehicles applies to all vehicles. 
 
For the remaining vehicles for which no parking space is available, a check is made to see which longest road within the 
system (excluding main traffic routes) remains free first, i.e. is no longer used by all other vehicles. As soon as this road 
is free, the remaining vehicles drive onto this road and line up one behind the other. They can no longer obstruct any 




Ensuring unobstructed travel for emergency vehicles 
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